Throughout this note we shall let H be a Hausdorff space and let CiH) be the space of bounded continuous real-valued functions on H, CiH) having the usual supremum norm. Certain results (cf. e.g. [7] ) suggest the possibility of showing that if a normed linear space X is complemented in every superspace (cf. [l, pp. 94 and 120]), then X is isomorphic to some space CiH) over a Stone space H, and that if X is isometric to some CiH), then ilis basically disconnected. Theorem. Let H be an infinite basically disconnected normal Hausdorff space and let the space (m) of bounded sequences be embedded in C(H) as above; that is, let Q((m)) = (m')EC(H).
Then a subspace B of C(H) complementary to (m') is isomorphic to C(H) or is finite dimensional. Proof. Let fEC(H). Define 7/to be the element of (m1) for which subspace of Y = Z®im") and CiH) =Z® im')® im").
Let J be an isomorphism of im") onto im')®im").
Define M on Y to CiH) by Miz+x") =z+Jx"l for every z in Z and x" in im").
